
Data sheet
signJET Canvas Savona
Mat production canvas

Technical specification:
GEWEBEMaterial:

NUR IM INNENBEREICHApplication Area:

SEIDENMATTSurface:

Specific gravity: 390,00g/m²

470,00µmThickness:

neinB1-cert.:

neinCold lamination:

jacan be sewn:

jacan be streched:

jawater resistant:

jascratch resistant:

> 95%Opacity:

94,5  ±1,5Color L:

0,2  ±1Color a:

1,6  ±1,5Color b:

7   ±0,5ph-value:

NeinDIN ISO 16245

This information consists of standard values for your guidance. Before using our print 

media,  please check their suitability to your printer and for your intended application. 

Taking account of technical development, product specifications may be amended without 

prior notice at any time. There is no guarantee that the same results can be achieved. We can 

not accept liability for any errors resulting from technical changes in printers and / or inks.

Product description:
Fine mat coated Canvas for artist reproduction, Poly-Cotton 2:1 

base,  very tear resistant due to special material structure. 

Excellent printability and water resistant drying, flame retardant 

DIN EN 13501-1
Platzhalter 2mm

Specific feature:
Flexible, acid-free artist canvas with a unique print image. 

Excellent colour brilliance, rapid ink drying and absolute 

accuracy of detail are achieved through a special coating. These 

print characteristics, coupled with an attractive price, make 

signJET Canvas Savona a powerful and ideal medium for art 

reproductions, interior design or art prints. The flexibility of the 

material facilitates stretching over wedge or clamp frames. 

Print side outwards, for water-resistant prints with Latex based 

inks.
Platzhalter 2mm

Processing:
Processing and storage of signJET Canvas Savona should take 

place in a climate from 35 to 65% relative humidity and at a 

temperature from 10-30°C. It should be stored cool, dry, clean, 

and dustfree in its original packaging. Wear cotton gloves and 

handle carefully as surface is susceptible to abrasion and/or 

fingermarks. Use only archive grade tapes and glues for 

mounting and framing as well as archive quality envelopes, 

folders, and boxes for storage. Turn OFF the printer's automatic 

cutter! Before and after the print, feed approx. 50cm and cut 

manually.
Platzhalter 2mm
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